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First, go on a short walk around your neighborhood, or take a virtual tour online. Look
around and take photos (or screenshots)! Are there empty spaces in which green
energy could be implemented? Do you see any forms of green energy that already
exist?
Then, do your research.

I’m not sure I would say there's a lot of empty spaces where green energy could be
implemented because of the small campus, but alternative places could be possible.

● What kinds of renewable energy systems exist in your area?
○ At my school there is a geothermal heating/cooling system in some

buildings, and some have energy efficient cooling systems by doing it at
night (when there is less demand) and freezing water and chemicals
during the night to cool down the building for the whole day. A lot of our
energy already comes from renewable sources since I’m in Vermont.

● How can you improve them?
○ Mostly with heating, because Vermont needs a lot of heat. We also could

do things like solar panels
● What clean energy apparatuses might be feasible in your area?

○ I would say mostly solar or water based. The lake doesn’t move that much
though, so that might not be an option. I don’t really think it’s windy
enough to do wind power. Do you think you can make energy with snow?

● What types can you see being installed in your neighborhood?
○ Solar panels possibly

● How can you imagine more green energy being used in your area?
○ I can imagine that it would likely be the same for me, but it would be very

beneficial and that my college would happily support it. They generally
support it and are working to be environmentally friendly.

Share your findings and thoughts with any friends and family. Write a summary and
reflect on the reaction and thoughts of those you spoke with.
Post some of your photos and thoughts about renewable energy in your specific
neighborhood on Instagram. Tag @TurningGreenOrg, @GreenAmerica_ and
#PGC2021.




